The best of both hygiene & effeciency

Vikan brooms

Unique products for
unique challenges
Sweeping it clean
Vikan brooms can optimize hygiene when employees have access
to the tools that suit both the task and the person best. By using the
right Vikan broom, you do not have to compromise between hygiene
and efficiency.

Angle cut broom

Select the right broom for the job
Our broad range of brooms covers all needs for professional
cleaning where hygiene is essential. To achieve the highest efficiency
and hygiene, it is important to use the right broom for the job. That
is why Vikan has developed color-coded brooms in varying bristle
thickness, length and stiffness in order to clean everything from fine

Heavy duty broom

particles to heavy debris or smooth surfaces to tiled floors.

Angle cut broom
What:	An upright broom with stiff, angled bristles.
Where: 	In small or narrow areas with heavy particles or wet environments making
debris difficult to collect.
Why: 	To achieve an ergonomic handle position for effective sweeping in areas too
small for a heavy-duty push broom.

Soft lobby broom
What:	A small, narrow, and soft bristled broom with a straight neck.
Where: 	A great broom for working in small areas and in hard to reach areas e.g.
where a machine meets a wall.
Why: 	When sweeping dry particles using flick-forward action. The soft dense
bristles gather the fine dirt easily.

Soft floor broom
What: 	A broom with very soft bristles.
Where: 	In dry environments where the dirt is soft or fine (e.g. flour, dust, spices).
Why: 	The soft bristles easily gather these types of particles leaving very little to
no dirt streaks.

Combo-duty broom
What: 	A sweeping broom with two types of bristles, stiff in the front and
soft at the back.
Where: 	Perfect for sweeping where the debris is made up of a combination
of large and fine particles e.g paper and dust. Works well in wet or
damp areas.
Why: 	Because it is a very effective general sweeping broom.

Upright broom
What:	A small broom with a straight neck broom with bristles of medium
stiffness.
Where:	
In wet and dry production areas.
Why:	
The bristles are firm enough to gather heavier particles in a flickforward action. It is useful under tables and other hard to reach
areas.

Heavy duty broom
What: 	A heavy duty sweeping broom with long, thick bristles.
Where:	Wet production areas with heavy particles like bones and meat.
Why:	The strong bristles are effective in pushing heavy debris, and even
the wet environment will not affect the functionality & effectiveness.
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Angle cut broom
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle length

Block width

2914

Stiff

6.69 in

11.02 in

Soft lobby broom
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle length

Block width

3104

Soft

2.95 in

9.25 in

Soft floor broom
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle length

Block width

3179

Soft

2.36 in

15.75 in

3199

Soft

2.24 in

23.62 in

Combo-duty broom
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle length

Block width

3174

Soft / stiff

2.28 in

15.75 in

3194

Soft / stiff

2.36 in

23.62 in

Upright broom
Part no.

Bristle Type

Bristle length

Block width

3166

Soft

3.07 in

11.81 in

Bristle length

Block width

Heavy duty broom
Part no.

Bristle Type

2915

Medium

4.29 in

11.81 in

2920

Medium

4.29 in

18.50 in

Fully updated product specifications are available at Vikan.com.

See brooms online at remcoproducts.com
Available in the U.S. from:
REMCO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Tel.: (317) 876-9856
Fax: (800) 585-8619
www.remcoproducts.com
sales@remcoproducts.com
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